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In campus are available five blocks equipped with smart boards, internet infrastructure, and modern laboratory classes. In our great and peaceful campus you can benefit library with 30 thousand books in different languages used in the program, every day on weekdays at noon both delicious and affordable meal for 250 people, two canteens with decent environment, sport facilities that benefit any time of the day.

University consists of 4 faculties (faculty of economics and administrative sciences, faculty of social sciences, faculty of new technologies, faculty of medicine), 18 departments, Professional College , withal the Distance Education Department with two BA and MA programs studying 2412 student s.

Master Programs
1. Philology (study of Turkic languages) - 520300
2. Computer Science and Engineering – 710100
3. Management – 580200
4. Pedagogy – 550700
5. Economy – 580100
6. Linguistics – 531100
7. International relations – 530800

PhD Programs
1. Turkic languages - 10.02.06
2. Economic theory – 08.00.01
3. Economics and Management – 08.00.05
4. Management in social and economic systems – 05.13.10
5. Mathematical modeling, numerical methods and programming complexes (about technical sciences) – 05.13.18
6. Comparative linguistics – 10.02.20

DISTANCE LEARNING CENTER

Undergraduate
- Management
- Pedagogy

Graduate
- Management